Abstract: In nutrition care services, the creation and storage of medical records at the Nutrition Care Center (NCC) are still relatively simple and paper-based or manual. Additionally, management challenges, in the form of system constraints, are one of the obstacles to healthcare management at NCC. Therefore, there is a need for optimizing healthcare management at NCC. The aim of this study is to optimize nutrition care management at the NCC clinic through the use of EMR (Electronic Medical Records) facilitated by QR Codes and the implementation of a Whatsapp Bot. The results indicate that optimizing Nutrition Care Management through the Implementation of EMR with QR Codes and WhatsApp Bot simplifies nutritionists’ access to previous client allergy and therapy history in one view and facilitates clients in accessing their medical record number without a physical card. This research has also designed a system that can be used both through web and mobile platforms.
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1. Introduction

The Nutrition Care Center (NCC) is a teaching factory (TEFA) at the State Polytechnic of Jember (Polije) that provides nutrition assessment and diagnostic services. Since its inauguration, NCC has been visited by both internal and external clients. Data recording and storage are still done manually using paper, which poses a risk of document damage and loss [1]. Medical records are crucial for the healthcare system as they contain records and documents regarding patient identity, examinations, treatments, procedures, and other services provided to patients [2]. The electronic document management system in the healthcare sector, known as Electronic Medical Records (EMR), is a global trend. Its presence adds value by improving performance, offering a web-based information system, enabling seamless integration of all data, and simplifying data management, access, and distribution processes, thus enhancing work efficiency and effectiveness [3].

QR Code (Quick Response Code) serves as a solution for tracking documents using a QR Code scanner to obtain encoded information. The function of QR codes is to transform information into codes [4]. QR Code usage is widespread in various fields, including medical records, due to its ability to integrate information and facilitate document completeness [5]. This model provides convenience for patients to monitor diagnostic results, treatment outcomes, and medication history [6]. Additionally, the support of an information service system in the form of a WhatsApp bot is required, as it can simulate artificial intelligence to engage in conversations with humans, thereby making the service more effective [7]. Client visits to NCC have seen an increase, as shown in Figure 1. In alignment with the NCC master plan depicted in Figure 2, the development of service types and complexity will be enhanced over the next five years. Collaborations for nutritional screening with other organizations such as educational institutions, offices, and the elderly have also been initiated. This allows for an increase in both new and returning cli-
ents, resulting in more extensive and complex information in the medical records [8]. Previous research has identified management obstacles, including system constraints, as a hindrance to service management. The use of EMR facilitated by QR codes and the implementation of a WhatsApp bot serve as the primary alternatives to establish or improve nutrition assessment and diagnostic service management according to client needs [9]. This research is a continuation of the research team’s work in 2021 on designing web-based EMR systems in public health centers (Puskesmas). Therefore, the research aims to optimize nutrition care management at the NCC clinic through the use of EMR facilitated by QR codes and the implementation of a WhatsApp bot.

Figure 1. New Patient Data and Visits

Nutrition services provided by NCC must be accompanied by medical records. The implementation of a simple and manual medical record system poses several risks, such as document damage, loss, and the need for storage space. Optimizing Nutritional Care Management through the Implementation of EMR with QR Code and WhatsApp Bot facilitates nutritionists in accessing the allergy and previous client therapy history in a single view, as well as making it easier for clients to access their medical record number without a card [10]. The utilization of technology will have a positive impact on infrastructure, and its dissemination will be more accessible to the public. This research aligns with the research agenda of the Health Department for the year 2022 and supports nutrition services at NCC, making it part of an applied research scheme with a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 5, meaning it is integrated into the laboratory environment and will be further developed next year. This research focuses on solving the management issues in patient nutritional care by implementing EMR with QR Code and WhatsApp Bot, with the hope that it will facilitate nutritionists in accessing the allergy and previous therapy history of clients in one view and make it easier for clients to access their medical record number without a card. It aims to organize medical record filing systematically, allowing counselors and nutritionists to monitor patients effectively [11]. This research is based on previous studies that identified management constraints as a hindrance to healthcare service management [12]. This study is a continuation of the research team’s work in 2021 on the design of web-based EMR systems in public health centers.

Figure 2. TEFA Master Plan
2. Materials and Methods

This research uses a combination of qualitative research design and system design. The stages of action research are diagnosis, planning, implementation, and evaluation [13]. The Nutrition Care Center in State Polytechnic Jember is the site of this study. Interviews, observation, and documentation were utilized to obtain data. The analysis technique uses thematic analysis which includes interview transcripts, in-depth interviews, coding and analysis.

3. Results

Before optimization, it is necessary to explain the results of the identification of the service management conditions at NCC. The results are outlined as follows:

3.1 **Current NCC-related Facts**

1. The Nutrition Care Center (NCC) is a teaching factory (TEFA) at the State Polytechnic of Jember (Polije) that provides nutritional assessment and diagnostic services.
2. NCC patients have been visited by both internal and external clients.
3. Increase in NCC visits
4. Initiation of collaboration for nutrition screening with other organizations: education, offices, and the elderly group.
5. Data recording and storage are still manual, using paper, which poses a risk of document damage and loss—a management service obstacle.

Nutritional care management at NCC refers to a structured and holistic approach used to provide appropriate and effective nutritional care to patients in a clinical environment. Its goal is to understand, evaluate, diagnose, and address nutritional and nutrition-related issues in individuals who require healthcare attention related to nutrition.

3.2 **The nutritional care management process at NCC involves several stages**

1. Initial Evaluation, the process begins with the collection of information about the patient, including medical history, nutritional history, lifestyle, and current health conditions. This initial evaluation helps in understanding the individual's nutritional needs.
2. Nutritional Evaluation, after gathering information, the patient's nutritional status is evaluated. This involves measuring anthropometric data (such as weight, height, and waist circumference), laboratory analysis (e.g., blood analysis), and food intake assessment to identify nutritional issues or deficiencies.
3. Nutritional Diagnosis, based on the evaluation results, a nutritional diagnosis is made. This involves identifying potential nutritional problems, such as malnutrition, obesity, or nutrition-related medical conditions.
4. Nutritional Care Planning, after the diagnosis is established, a nutritional care plan is developed. This includes developing an action plan that encompasses dietary adjustments, the provision of additional nutrition if needed, and behavioral change goals related to nutrition.
5. Implementation of Interventions, the designed nutritional care plan is put into practice. This may involve nutritional counseling sessions with patients to explain the diet plan, provide information about nutrition, and offer support in adopting dietary changes.
6. Monitoring and Evaluation, once interventions are initiated, patients are regularly monitored to ensure that the expected changes occur. Changes in nutritional status and the patient's response to interventions are evaluated, and the plan may be adjusted if necessary.
7. Education and Training, an essential part of nutritional care management is providing education to patients about the importance of nutrition, the impact of food on health, and how to manage their diet to achieve health goals.

8. Reevaluation and Ongoing Monitoring, patients are periodically reevaluated to ensure that nutritional interventions continue as planned and produce the expected results.

3.3 The patient flow at NCC

In general, the patient flow at NCC is as follows: clients arrive and are received at registration, assessment, and consultation. Here is an explanation:

1. Registration, client visits begin with the registration process at the clinic or healthcare facility where the nutritionist practices. At this stage, clients provide basic information such as their name, date of birth, contact details, and other necessary administrative information required to set up medical records and schedule appointments.

2. Assessment, after the registration is completed, the client will proceed to the evaluation or assessment stage. This is the stage where the nutritionist will conduct a comprehensive assessment of the client to understand their nutritional and health situation. This assessment involves several steps:
   a. Medical and Nutritional History, nutritionists will gather information about the client's medical history and nutritional history. This includes the client's disease history, food allergies, medications taken, and their daily dietary and nutrition habits.
   b. Anthropometry, involves physical measurements such as weight, height, waist circumference, and possibly other measurements like upper arm circumference. This data helps evaluate the client's nutritional status and identify issues such as being underweight or overweight.
   c. Food Intake Analysis Nutritionists will assess the client's daily food intake to understand eating patterns and the types of food typically consumed. This helps in identifying dietary habits that may affect nutritional health.
   d. Laboratory Analysis In some cases, blood analysis or other laboratory tests may be required to obtain further information about the client's health condition, such as specific nutrient levels in the body."

3. Consultation, after the assessment stage is completed, the client will meet with the nutritionist for a consultation session. During this stage, the nutritionist will analyze the data collected during the evaluation and provide specific recommendations based on the client's needs and goals. This consultation involves several steps:
   a. Explanation of Evaluation Results, nutritionist will inform the client about their evaluation results, including an analysis of their nutritional status and potential nutrition-related health issues.
   b. Nutritional planning Based on the evaluation results, the nutritionist will design a nutrition plan tailored to the client's needs. This may involve structuring a balanced dietary regimen, providing nutritional recommendations, and developing health goals related to nutrition.
   c. Provision of Education, the nutritionist will educate the client on the importance of nutrition, how to adopt a healthy eating pattern, and how to address their health concerns or nutrition-related goals.
   d. Establishment of a Follow-up Plan, the nutritionist and the client will collaboratively plan subsequent steps to be taken, including scheduling follow-up appointments, monitoring progress, and adjusting the plan if necessary.

After the consultation is completed, clients will have a customized nutritional guide and plan tailored to their needs, with the goal of helping them achieve optimal health and fitness through appropriate nutrition. From the above identification, it can be emphasized that in healthcare service management at the NCC clinic, optimization is needed,
especially in nutritional care management. The optimization of nutritional care management needs to be achieved through the implementation of EMR with QR Code and Whatsapp Bot, making it easier for nutritionists to access clients’ allergy and previous therapy history in one view and facilitating clients’ access to medical record numbers without a physical card. Therefore, we have developed a system design that can support healthcare service management at NCC.
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**Figure 3. Main page prototype view**

The results of this system design can be accessed through the following link:

Additionally, in designing the WhatsApp bot, this research resulted in WhatsApp transcripts, which provide an overview or message scheme for both general patients who have never been to NCC, patients who have previously visited NCC, and patient evaluations. Here is the WhatsApp bot scheme for each type of patient [14].
Figure 4. General Patients who have never visited NCC

The system above represents a solution to the issues faced by NCC. This system is believed to aid healthcare service management. Its easy implementation and simple interface ease the users in utilizing this system. With the existence of this system, the quality of service at NCC takes on a more professional character. Service quality is a crucial aspect in fostering patient and public trust to create loyalty [15].
4. Discussion

Previous research findings indicated that management factors, such as system constraints, have been a hindrance to healthcare service management. For example, counselors couldn't monitor therapy or nutritional care conducted on an individual basis, patients forgot their medical record (MR) numbers, making it challenging to recall their previous nutritional care, and the use of a manual recording system with disorganized MR filing. Therefore, this study provides solutions to the issues identified in previous research. The utilization of an Electronic Medical Record (EMR) system, simplified with QR codes, and the implementation of a WhatsApp bot serve as the primary alternatives to address these problems and improve the management of nutritional assessment and diagnostic services according to client needs. The global trend in healthcare document management is electronic medical records (EMR) [15]. Their presence adds value by enhancing performance through web-based information systems, enabling seamless integration, management, access, and distribution of data, thereby improving efficiency and effectiveness [2]. EMR is essential to adding value and enhancing performance. With a web-based information system, all data can be seamlessly integrated, facilitating data and information management, access, and distribution, ultimately enhancing work efficiency and
effectiveness. This not only provides convenience for nutrition specialists but also for clients, especially regarding the availability of their medical records and easy access for future consultations.

5. Conclusions

The nutrition service provided by NCC must have complete medical records. This not only serves as a facility that can facilitate clients accessing their medical records but also provides convenience to nutritionists, especially in organizing the medical record filing system, which can be well-structured. The implementation of a simple and manual medical record system carries some risks of damage and loss, as all of these requirements take up storage space. Optimizing Nutritional Care Management through the implementation of EMR with QR Code and WhatsApp Bot makes it easier for nutritionists to access the allergy and previous therapy history of clients in one view. It also simplifies clients’ access to medical record numbers without the need for a physical card, as they can simply use the QR Code. The utilization of technology will have a positive impact on facilities and infrastructure, and its promotion will be more accessible to the public.
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